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Abstract— The basic requirements of a real time environment are timeliness and reliability. In distributed
Real-time environment, attaining timeliness and reliability even in the condition of faults is a real challenge.
Fault tolerance is the ability of a system to endure its functionality by tolerating any faults or errors that
occur. In distributed real time environment a fault may occur due to numerous reasons like communication
failure, resource or hardware failure or process faults which occur due to shortage of storage of resource,
software bugs etc. But, even in the condition of faults, in distributed real time environment, the task should
be completed within the allotted time constrains. This paper aims at providing a better insight in faults, fault
tolerance and the techniques for attaining fault tolerance in distributed real time environment.
Keywords— Distributed system, real time system, fault, fault tolerance, redundancy, Load balancing,
Replication.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Distributed system is a computing concept that refers to a collection of independent
computers which appears to its users as a single coherent system. In its most general sense, it
refers to multiple autonomous computer systems interacting through a communication
channel and working together on a single problem. In distributed computing, a single
problem is divided into many parts, and each part is solved by different independent but
connected computers [13]. As long as the computers are networked, they can communicate
with each other to solve the problem, performing like a single entity.
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As shown in the fig.1 a
consists of a number of client
machines connected to a common network. Each machine possesses its own local operating
system, applications and resources other than the common distributed system layer which is
also called the middleware. The characteristics of distributed systems are resource sharing,
openness, scalability, transparency and most importantly fault tolerance, with which it
achieves its basic objectives to maximize performance by connecting users and IT resources
in a cost-effective, transparent and reliable manner.
A real-time system is one whose correctness is based on both the correctness of the outputs and their
timeliness. A real-time system must process information and produce a response within the specified time
constrains, that is, the system is time critical, else risk severe consequences like degradation of results or
catastrophic system failure. Which means, in a system with real-time constraints, it is no good to have the
correct action or the correct answer after a certain deadline: it is either by the deadline or else useless.
If the real-time computer system is distributed, it consists of a set of nodes (computers) interconnected by a
real-time communication network. In a distributed system several nodes work together towards a common goal
and in real-time systems we need to find a result within a deadline [25]. With a distributed real-time system
(such as nuclear systems, robotics, air traffic control systems, grid etc.) we combine these and have a system
where several nodes work together with a deadline towards a common goal. A fault in distributed real-time
system (for example an airplane control system that is a combination of sensors, actuators and different
automated systems all controlled from the cockpit) can lead to catastrophic results if not properly detected and
recovered at time. These systems must function with high availability even under hardware and software faults.
Fault-tolerance is the important technique used to maintain dependability in these systems. Numerous methods
are being adopted to acquire fault tolerance in distributed real-time environments. Hardware and software
redundancy are two well-known effective methods. This paper will give an insight on faults and fault tolerant
systems in distributed real time environment.
II. FAULT AND FAULT TOLERANCE
Fault is a defect or flaw in any system components which leads to an error and finally a failure of the system
[14]. There are different types of faults which can occur in a real time distributed system. These faults can be
broadly classified as: Network faults, Physical fault, media faults, process faults, Service expiry faults. Network
faults occur in a network due to network partition, packet loss, communication failure etc. Physical faults can
occur in hardware like fault in CPUs, memory fault etc. Media faults occur due to media head crashes. Process
faults occur due to shortage of resources, software bugs etc. Service expiry fault occur in a network because the
service time of a resource may expire while application is using it [4] [15] [46].
By their origin, a fault may be physical, human, internal, external, conception, operational. Faults can also be
classified with respect to time or persistence as follows:
Permanent: These failures occur by accidently cutting a wire, power breakdown and so on which can cause
major disruptions and some part of system may not be functioning as desired. Intermittent: These failures appear
occasionally. Transient: They are caused by some inherent fault in the system. However, these failures are
corrected by retrying roll back the system to previous state such as restarting software or resending a message.
Not all faults cause immediate failure: faults may be latent (activated but not apparent at the service level), and
later become effective. Fault-tolerant systems attempt to detect and correct latent errors before they become
effective. In real time system, main focus is on hardware fault tolerance. Not all faults cause immediate failure:
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faults may be latent (activated but not apparent at the service level), and later become effective. Fault-tolerant
systems attempt to detect and correct latent errors before they become effective.
Fault-tolerance is the ability of a system to maintain its functionality, even in the presence of faults. The ability
of a system to recover automatically from unexpected faults is called Self-stabilization [16]. A fault-tolerant
design enables a system to continue its intended operation, possibly at a reduced level, rather than failing
completely, when some part of the system fails [1]. The fault tolerance can be generally obtained by the
following two techniques.
 error processing (to remove errors from the system's state), which can be carried out either with
recovery (rolling back to a previous correct state) or with compensation (masking errors using the
internal redundancy of the system);
 fault treatment (to prevent faults from being activated again), which is carried out in two steps:
diagnostic (determining the cause, location, and nature of the error) and then passivation (preventing
the fault from being activated again).
The distributed real-time system architecture provides a significant potential for fault-tolerance.
III. RELATED WORKS
The idea of distributing resources within a computer network was first started with the use of data entry
terminals on mainframe computers, then moved into minicomputers and is now possible in personal computers
and client-server architecture with more tiers. The use of concurrent processes that communicate by messagepassing has its roots in operating system architectures studied in the 1960s [5]. The first widespread distributed
systems were local-area networks such as Ethernet, which was invented in the 1970s [6]. E-mail was the most
successful application of ARPANET [45][39] and it is probably the earliest example of a large-scale distributed
application. In addition to ARPANET, its successor, the Internet, and other early worldwide computer networks
like Usenet and FidoNet from 1980s, were used to support distributed discussion systems.
The SAPO Computer built in Prague, Czechoslovakia was probably the first Fault-Tolerant Computer which
was built in 1950-1954 under the supervision of Antonin Svoboda. It used relays and a magnetic drum and was
operated during 1957-1960.
John H. Wensley et al [1978] designed an ultrareliable Computer for critical aircraft control application that
achieves fault tolerance by replication of tasks among processing units called SIFT (Software Implemented
Fault Tolerance). The main processing units are off-the-shelf minicomputers, with standard microcomputers
serving as the interface to the I/O system. Fault isolation is achieved by using a specially designed redundant
bus system to interconnect the processing units. Error detection and analysis and system reconfiguration are
performed by software. Iterative tasks are redundantly executed, and the result of each iteration is voted upon
before being used. Thus, any single failure in a processing unit or bus can be tolerated with triplication of tasks,
and subsequent failures can be tolerated after reconfiguration [26].
Hermann Kopetz et al [1989] in their paper named „distributed fault-tolerant in real-time system: The Mars
approach‟ discussed an approach which achieves fault tolerance by means of active redundancy (logically by
sending each message twice and physically by having two or more components execute the same tasks). The
Mars dependability analysis determines the degree of redundancy required. In this approach each component has
intrinsic self checking mechanisms that safeguard the component‟s fail-stop behaviour for fault isolation which
results in a condition where a component either sends correct information or it remains silent [23].
Bagchi and Hakimi [1991] presented an algorithm for diagnosing faulty processors in arbitrary networks.
According to their design, each fault free processor knows only about itself and its physical neighbours initially.
Then the fault-free processors start the algorithm by walking up and initiating the formation of a tree based
testing topology. Multiple trees that are being formed simultaneously are merged into one. Diagnosis
information is sent along with the new message that forms the tree.
Lui Sha and Shirish S. Sathaye [1993] described the use of generalized rate monotonic scheduling theory for the
design and analysis of a distributed real-time system [29].
Christian [1993] said that before discussing fault tolerance, we need to design the building blocks and the failure
these blocks would experience. So, the design of a fault tolerant system would be easier and effective in any
fault environment [13].
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Hermann Kopetz and Gunter Grunsteidl [1994] designed a protocol named Time-Triggered Protocol (TTP)
which is an integrated communication protocol for time-triggered architectures. It provides the services required
for the implementation of a fault-tolerant real-time system: predictable message transmission, message
acknowledgment in group communication, clock synchronization, membership, rapid mode changes, and
redundancy management. It implements these services without extra messages and with only a small overhead
in the message size [24].
Fuxing Wang and Krithi Ramamritham [1995] presented an approach that mathematically determines the
replication factor for tasks. Their approach is a task schedule based analysis rather than a state based analysis as
found in other models and therefore could provide a fast method to determine optimal redundancy levels. This
method is not limited to hardware reliability given by constant failure rate functions as in most other models
[19].
In 1997, Andre Schiper said that a system failure occurs when the system behaviour is not consistent with its
specification. According to him, “more the number of components more are the things that could be faulty”.
Eltefaat Shokri et al [1997] made an effort on the design and implementation of an adaptive fault-tolerance
middleware (AFTM) using a CORBA-compliant object request broker resting on the Solaris open system
platform and also briefly discussed the essential capabilities of AFTM, the overall system architecture, and its
design decisions in their paper [18].
Felix Gartner [1999] mentioned that the key to Fault Tolerance is redundancy and no matter how well designed
or how fault tolerant a system is, there is always the possibility of failure if the faults are too frequent or too
severe. According to his observation, for a system to be able to tolerate faults, one must employ a form of
redundancy.
For removing a fault/failure from the system it has to be detected first and then fault tolerance technique can be
applied. Many failure detections have been explained in various papers as an independent service [22] [42] [21]
[24].
Replication, is the process of sharing information by which it can ensure consistency between redundant
resources (i.e. software or hardware components), to improve reliability, fault-tolerance, or accessibility. Job
replication is the method of replicating job on multiple server such as in grid computing service is capable of
receiving jobs, executing them, performing checksum operations on them, and sending the result back to the
client [3] [14] [27].
Data Replication is also commonly used by fault tolerance mechanisms to enhance availability in Grid like
environments where failures are more likely to occur. In this, data is stored on multiple storage devices as a
replica. Data replication may be synchronous or asynchronous depend upon data consistency. Components are
replicated on different machines, and if any component or machine fail, then that application can be transferred
and run on another machine having the required components [32] [39] [71].
M. Castro and Barbara Liskov [1999] presented a replication algorithm that can used to tolerate Byzantine
Faults. This offers both liveliness and safety provided at most [(n-1)/3] out of the total of n-replicas that are
simultaneously faulty. This means that Clients eventually receive replies to their request and these replies are
correct according to linearizability. The algorithm incorporates important optimization that enables it to perform
efficiently and it works in synchronous system like the Internet.
Louca et al [2000] in their paper named „MPI-FT: portable fault tolerance for MPI‟ explained the technique
known as online scheduling in MPI-FT to tolerate fault in MPI [33]. In this authors propose the mechanism for
detecting process failure and there recovery mechanism in case of failure. In monitoring process, each process
keeps a buffer with its own message traffic to be used in case of failure and the implementer uses periodical test
for notification of failure. For recovery all the communications of processes are simulating with dead one and
solution is provided for dead process.
Kjetil Nørvag [2000] in his paper „An introduction to fault-tolerance systems‟, mainly from the hardware point
of view, studied the different ways of achieving fault-tolerance with redundancy. Finally, he studied some
systems as case examples, including Tandem, Stratus, MARS, and Sun Netra ft 1800 and concluded with a
statement that “Fault-tolerance techniques will become even more important the coming years” [28].
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According to Ghosh (2007), Lynch (1996), Peleg (2000), in a distributed environment, the system has to tolerate
failures in individual computers [20][34][41].
Paul Stellin et al [1999] propose a fault detection service which was designed to be incorporated in a modular
fashion, into distributed computing systems, tools, or applications. This service uses well-known techniques
based on unreliable fault detectors to detect and report component failure, while allowing the user to tradeoff
timeliness of reporting against false positive rates. They also described the architecture of this service report on
experimental results that quantify its cost and accuracy, and its use in two applications, monitoring the status of
system components of the GUSTO computational grid testbed and as part of the NetSolve network-enabled
numerical solver [40].
Greg Bronevetsky et al [2003] designed a technique for Automated Application-level Checkpointing of MPI
Programs. It is the process to saving from complete execution of a task. It checks the acceptance test, if fail then
go to previous checkpoint instead of beginning. A check point may be system level, application level, or mixed
level depends on its characteristics [22].
Xavier D´efago et al [Sept. 2003] in their paper on the Design of a Failure Detection Service for Large-Scale
Distributed Systems, highlighted the main issues related to ensuring failure detection in large-scale systems, and
overviewed the main solutions proposed in the literature so earlier. They outlined a pragmatic architecture for a
failure detector service based on the failure detector, and a combination of techniques proposed in related work
[48].
Paul Townend and Jie Xu [2003] in their paper “Fault tolerance within a grid Environment” showed that fault
tolerance can be achieved in loosely coupled job scheduling with job replication scheme, such that, jobs that are
efficiently and reliably executed can be tolerated [37].
Paul Townend et al [2004] proposed a replication-based fault tolerance scheme that allows voting to be
performed on results of functionally-equivalent services, with the aim of detecting any incorrect results whilst
bringing about potential improvements in performance [38].
Bernhard Fechner and Jörg Keller [2004] presented a voting scheme for multithreaded environments which is
based on the observation that a fault tolerant system which does not know its history cannot distinguish between
transient and permanent errors, caused by use of a faulty component. In contrary to simpler voting schemes it is
able to recognize and distinguish transient and permanent faults. The history of errors is used to predict future
errors and to determine if a permanent or transient error occurred [8].
Alain Girault et al [2004] designed an algorithm which is an active replication scheme that tolerates failure in
distributed embedded real time System. Processor and communication link failure can be tolerated by using
offline scheduling technique and generate a fault tolerate distributed schedule. In the proposed method, graph
transformation is used to perform software redundancy, where a given input algorithm graph (Alg) is
transformed into a new algorithm graph (Alg*) augmented with redundancies. Then, operations and datadependences of Alg* can be distributed and scheduled on a specified target distributed architecture (Arc) to
generate a fault tolerant distributed schedule. This algorithm is based upon graph transformation can tolerate
fixed number of arbitrary processor and communication link failure [7].
L. P. Saikia and K. Hemachandran [2007] discussed the problem of distributed diagnosis in arbitrary network
failures and repairs. In a distributed system, fault tolerance capability can be incorporated by providing the
system with redundant resources. The purpose of their study was to simulate a distributed system and carry out
fault diagnosis under Arbitrary Network topologies. In this algorithm, nodes detect failure in neighbouring
nodes and then propagate this information to other nodes in the network in two discrete steps: first, detection
and second, dissemination. The failure information propagated by the nodes consists of failure events, that is, a
transition of a node from fault-free to faulty or faulty to fault-free condition [30].
TERCOS [2007] [46] and DEBUS [2009] are two of the best approaches used for exploiting redundancies in
Fault-Tolerant and Real-Time Distributed Systems [47]. These techniques are based upon offline scheduling for
exploiting redundancy in which Tercos can significantly improve schedulability by up to 17.0% (with an
average of 9.7, whereas Debus can enhance schedulability over Tercos by up to 12% (with an average of 7.8%).
Negar Mosharraf and Mohammad Reza Khayyambashi [2009], in their paper, proposed an FT-CORBA
structure as a structure used for supporting fault tolerance programs as well as relative important parameters
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including replication style and number of replica which play further role in improved performance and making it
adaptive to real time distributed system have been reviewed. Studying these specifications have been made a
structure adaptive to real time systems with higher performance than FT-CORBA and, finally the implementing
of the said structure and determination of the number of replica and the replication style as well as the
significance of related parameters have been investigated [36].
Arvind Kumar et al [2011], in their paper discussed the different techniques of fault tolerance. Their study
focused on the types of faults, fault detection and recovery techniques. Based on how a system behave after
failure, the fault tolerant systems can be classified in three different types: (i)Fail Stop System, (ii)Byzantine
System and (iii)Fail-Fast System. They have mentioned some approaches for fault tolerance in Real Time
distributed system. These are:
a) Replication
 Job Replication
 Component Replication
 Data Replication
b) Check pointing
c) Scheduling/Redundancy
 Space Scheduling/Redundancy
 Time Scheduling/ Redundancy.
 Hybrid Redundancy [2]
Sheheryar Malik and Fabrice Huet [2011], proposed a fault tolerance mechanism for real time computing on
cloud infrastructure. It has all the advantages of forward recovery mechanism. It has a dynamic behaviour of
reliability configuration. The scheme is highly fault tolerant. The reason behind adaptive reliability is that the
scheme can take advantage of dynamic scalability of cloud infrastructure [44].
Ban M. Khammas [2012], designed a fault tolerance system for soft real time distributed system (FTRTDS).
This system was designed to be independent of specific mechanism and facilities of the underlying real time
distributed system. The research was done in a specially chosen environment. The FTRTDS has a distributed
unit and a central unit. The Distributed Fault Tolerance Unit (DFTU) was distributed among all computers in the
system and it ran with the system boot of that computer. The Central Fault Tolerance Unit (CFTU) runs
manually by the user in one computer chosen for. It needs backup software for each part of distributed system to
use it when necessary [9].
Lakshmi Prasad Saikia et al [2013] presented a paper giving a detailed literature survey in Fault Tolerance for
Distributed Computing Systems and thereby discussing about the faults, error and failure that a distributed
system can face [31].
Shyam Bhati et al [2013], proposed a fault tolerance mechanism where all dispatchers handle client requests
assigned to them and exchange heartbeat messages [35] for failure detection. They also evaluated the faulttolerant distributed Web systems with multiple dispatchers, which are registered in the local authoritative name
server [43].
Lakshmi Prasad Saikia and Kundal Kr Medhi [2013] in their paper discussed the different faults and distributed
fault tolerant schemes and approaches in real time environment [32].
Bibhudatta Sahoo, Aser Avinash Ekka [2007], said that Real-time distributed system, which is designed to
provide solutions in a stringent timing constraint requires fault-tolerance. Their paper presented a new faulttolerant scheme and an adaptive FT on heterogeneous multi-component distributed system architecture based on
Distributed Recovery Block (DRB). The experiment showed that, the proposed scheme based on DRB with
Random-EDF heuristic acting upon periodic tasks with timing and precedence constraints can tolerates about
10% to 20% number of permanent failures and an arbitrary number of timing failures [10][12][18].
C. M. Krishna [2014], surveyed the problem of how to schedule tasks in such a way that deadlines continue to
be met despite processor (permanent or transient) or software failure. In the survey he found that since the
reliability of a real-time system is related to the probability of meeting its hard deadlines, these reliability
requirements translate to the need to meet critical task deadlines with a very high probability [11].
Abhilash Thekkilakattil et al [2014], presented a method for scheduling mixed criticality real-time tasks on a
distributed platform in a fault tolerant manner while taking into account the recommendations given by the
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reliability studies like ZHA and FHA. First, they used mathematical optimization to allocate tasks on the
processors, and then derive fault tolerant and fault aware feasibility windows for the critical and non-critical
tasks respectively. Finally, they derived scheduler specific task attributes like priorities for the fixed priority
scheduler. Their method provides hard real-time fault tolerance guarantees for critical tasks while maximizing
resource utilization for non-critical tasks [2].
Eric Missimer et al [2014] in their paper Distributed Real-Time Fault Tolerance on a Virtualized Multi-Core
System presented different approach for real-time fault tolerance using redundancy methods for multi-core
systems. Using hardware virtualization, a distributed system on a chip is created, where the cores are isolated
from one another except through explicit communication channels. Using this system architecture, redundant
tasks that would typically be run on separate processors can be consolidated onto a single multi- core processor
while still maintaining high confidence of system reliability [17].
IV. CONCLUSION
We have studied various Fault Tolerance techniques used in distributed real time environment. Since the
development of the Distributed systems, fault tolerance has always been a very critical issue. Some of the
recent works includes approaches for real-time fault tolerance using redundancy methods for multi-core systems
developed for hardware virtualization, that is, a distributed system on a chip which uses new recovery
techniques that require higher bandwidths and lower latencies than those of traditional networks. Another work
is an approach to fault tolerance called bounded-time recovery (BTR), intended for systems that need strong
timeliness guarantees during normal operation but can tolerate short outages in an emergency cyber-physical
systems. After studying and scrutinizing a wide range of literature, it has become clear that, the issue of fault
tolerance in real-time constraints for distributed system is a real problem worth researching into.
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